
Electrical Solutions
Ready to work with you from idea 
to realisation

Electrical



Electrical
You’re In Safe Hands
You don’t need us to tell you how fast things 
are changing in your industry. Technological, 
environmental and operational changes bring their 
own set of challenges, but we’re here to help you 
address those challenges while making the most of 
the opportunities they bring. 

Backed by a wealth of experience, we recognise 
the importance of a close, long- term working 
relationship with our customers. Some of our 
relationships go back more than 50 years. We provide 
tailor-made solutions and products across a diverse 
base of customers and industries, often in highly 
complex and demanding environments. 

Our directly employed Electrical Contracting workforce of project managers and skilled operatives across multiple UK locations, 
deliver projects on our customer sites every day. We’re ready to work with you from idea to realisation: from consultancy, detailed 
design, manufacture and assembly, through to testing/certification, installation, commissioning, and finally ongoing maintenance. 
We bring you proven expertise, innovation and enthusiasm aplenty. 

You can rest assured that with Actemium, you’re in the safest hands.

You can rest assured that with 
Actemium, you’re in the safest hands.

We work across multiple sectors:

• Automotive
• Renewables
• Transportation
• Defence
• Rail
• Nuclear
• Oil & Gas

• Food & Beverage
• Healthcare
• Marine
• Manufacturing
• Retail
• Education



Our Areas Of Expertise 

Low and Medium Voltage (LV/MV) 
 
We install cables on top, inside, around and underneath your sites to 
provide the power needed to deliver your day-to-day activities. Whether 
it’s juice to feed the all–important kettle, a computer, lights, large factory 
machines, or entire buildings, cable connections are fundamental … and 
we’ve been successfully providing these services to industry since 1907.

Independent Connection Provider (ICP) 
 
Did you know you have a choice? We offer a UK-wide, end-to-end, NERS 
accredited grid connection service. We can build electricity networks to the 
specification and quality required for adoption by either DNO or IDNO, up to 
33kV. In a market with strong barriers to entry we are trusted by a diverse blue 
chip customer base, which should give you all the reassurance you need. 

Data Networks

We’re the only integrated IT network experts you need to 
ensure your business is working faster, smarter and better. We 
have been providing cradle to grave solutions for decades, 
with a culture of personalised service with immediacy of 
response. We provide structured cabling, Power over Ethernet 
(PoE) and fibre-optic solutions in support of CCTV, audio visual 
and access control systems, plus Private Mobile Network over 
Wi-Fi solutions.



Vehicle Test Systems

The complexity and significance of electronics in vehicle 
technology places ever increasing expectations upon the 
diagnostic test system and the tools required for vehicle 
development and assembly. 

The established STRATUS test solution from Actemium 
continues to stay ahead of customer demands across 
multiple production facilities around the world. 

Our Areas Of Expertise 

Panels (new and retrofit) 
 
No matter what type of panel you’re looking for, we can help. We’ve 
been supplying switchgear, control and instrumentation panels to 
customers since 1940, gaining a reputation for technical excellence, 
quality and innovation. 

We design, assemble and test all products within our own UK premises 
assuring the performance and reliability essential when you are 
providing critical power across sectors, such as oil & gas, health, retail, 
automotive, and nuclear.

Containerised Solutions 
 
We’re experts in providing bespoke and scalable solutions to suit your 
needs, enabling rapid on-site installation at ground or roof level. We 
can provide local equipment rooms designed and constructed to meet 
onshore and offshore demands, Portable Modular Data Centres and 
Switchrooms that are more cost-effective than traditional brick–built 
options.



reachout@actemium.co.uk0121 717 1831

Actemium UK
Actemium has multiple centres of excellence spread across the UK 
each empowered to operate with autonomy. With an embedded 
culture of transparency and encouragement to think like our 
customers, we deliver safe, reliable and sustainable projects 
through our incredible people.

Spin the Actemium Wheel to see the diversity we can offer in 
competence and market sectors. We exist to help our customers 
improve their performance & competitive advantage.
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• We are a people business
• We are honest & do the right thing
• We put the customer 1st
• We innovate
• We share success
• We do what we say we will
• You can trust us

Why our repeat business is so high


